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affairs. The economic, political, and cultural development of the
last few years has made normal conditions possible. Communist
and Communist-minded professors do not need to be watched
by the students for left or right deviations or even anti-Soviet
propaganda. A strong discipline, conscious, and self-imposed,
which includes concentration on one's work, and high academic
endeavour, is now demanded from the student.
As early as 1930, the institutes were removed from the control
of the Commissariat of Education and placed under the control
of the appropriate economic or industrial commissariat. The
Industrial trusts have each taken under their immediate control
the institute which trains their specialists. The Commissariat of
Education retains general methods direction, and is, of course,
responsible for pedagogical Institutes of all kinds. The trusts
are generally responsible for their students' grants. These are
given according to work done. Those achieving average standard
receive 55 roubles a month, rising by 10 roubles yearly to the
third year and then by 20 roubles to the fifth year. Those
whose standard of work is high receive 65 roubles the
first year, with the same rate of increase. In some cases the
grants are given by the social or political organisation which
sends the student to the institute. The trusts are also responsible
for the conditions under which the students carry out their
practical work, and for the amenities of the social life. The
Committee for Higher Technical Education was formed, attached
to the Central Executive Committee of the Government, con-
sisting of academicians and professors who were responsible for
the actual education, for syllabuses, time-tables, and methods of
work. The president of the committee is Academician Krjlja-
novsky.
It appears that the commissariats were not very good foster-
parents. A decree issued In 1933 complains that the directors of
Institutes are selected by third-rate people. Often "the best
directors are removed from an institute and transferred to an
economic enterprise* The Central Committee of the OmnmnTSt
Party considers such an attitude incorrect, and oae that causes

